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Subject Re Deck to be reviewed at todays product review

Hi All

Sorry missed this. The meeting was removed from my calendar.

Just few off the cuff comments

Our preliminary analysis indicates that anywhere from 40% to as high as

70% of search queries may involve premium terms. While the playbacks

evidence far smaller percentage of premium clips as far as we can tell

without digging too much under the hood it seems that premium

content/brands are an important element to bringi people into the YT

house. My guess is that once theyre in they decide to stay wile. Ive

asked to see if theres difference in total views for people who come in

through search vs. browsing vs. links in email and whether theres

difference for those whove searched for premium terms.

If you believe that premium content is one of many different types of

content that provide optimal potential user experiences but one

nonetheless then insuring that we keep premium content owners happy is

essential. Its not just about money for these folks but supporting other

business objectives like increasing awareness of their content and

supporting businesses they already have. We can improve content

monetization indirectly by improving Discovery of their content onYT.

With respect to direct monetization like the idea of trieling with

some music partners and creating few test cases. Weve done lot of

great work on gathering data on different monetization products and

approaches but we really need to put them to work. We can set expectations

beforehand so they know well likely iterate and evolve our approaches but

we really need to get moving to produce some substantive results to back up

the hopelpromise of monetization that weve been
selling.

Thanks

Dave

On 6/26/07 Shashi Seth cshashisgocgle.com wrote

Hi

We will be reviewing this deck at the product review. thought you might

like it in advance of the meeting.

--
Shashi Seth
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What Primetime There is no more Primetimel YouTube users decide when it
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is primetime and that will change the dynamics of TV and Video

advertising.

David Eun
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